LPC EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
CALL CAMPUS SAFETY  x 1699

MEDICAL CRISIS

Person is unconscious
OR
having a seizure

DO NOT LEAVE ALONE
Clear area of others
Call Campus Safety  x1699

Person is ill
OR
injured

ESCORT TO
Student Health Center—Bldg. 1700
If not possible, call Campus Safety  x1699

CAMPUS OR CLASSROOM DISRUPTION

Behavior is not disruptive
yet unusual or troublesome

Talk to person privately, commenting on behavior. Show concern and discuss available assistance. Refer to
General Counseling, x1400 or
Student Health Center, Mental Health Services, x1830—as appropriate.

Behavior is disruptive OR
inappropriate OR comments
are unrelated and “bizarre”

All of the above. Set limits on behavior. Begin documentation and notify the
Student Service Dean—x1420.

Behavior is angry, verbally abusive, threatening,
AND/OR potentially violent

Call Campus Safety  x1699

Person is violent OR fighting
OR has a weapon

Clear the area
Call Campus Safety  x1699